Community Meeting – Sacred Heart: 10/25/15
At the Sacred Heart Parents meeting, 200 parents and children participated. JCLS staff members Norma Pantoja and Carrie Prechtel facilitated. What follows are the 10 data points as collected through the meeting.

**Opportunities to provide additional support for people continuing a self-directed learning journey?**
- More books in Spanish
- More American history books in Spanish (ex.: American Sniper)

**Opportunities to enhance programs keeping in mind trends connected to:**
- **Technology**
- **Economy**
  - ESL Classes
  - Citizenship classes
- **Social connections**
  - Storytime in Spanish

**Other**
- More staff who speak Spanish!
- More signs to direct people to Spanish materials
- No way to ask for help – could we have a Spanish video with directions?
- Post library jobs via HIC
- More Spanish speaking outreach